Wellness Committee Agenda

March 27, 2018

- Call to Order- Sign In Members
- Discuss any unfinished business for the 17/18 school year
  - Reference Number to log in to fill out evaluations on CDC site: Mena928978 (need help, talk to Bobbi Baker)
  - Jeanne Smith: because of ESSA, now our SIP are due Aug 1 instead of Oct. 1. Because of this, we need to get our SHI's done before school is out. Go sign in to SHI, complete modules 1-5, and 8. Module 1 - things have changed. Get PE teachers involved in modules 2 & 3. Module 4, talk to Amy Bartow. Module 5, talk to Bobbi Baker & teachers. Module 8, family & community involvement.*** These modules must be completed ASAP so we can get our SIP plans done before school is out.
  - ***Commissioners memo was released after the meeting, and the modules required have been changed. Modules now required are: Modules 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11
- Discuss any needs for the start of the 18/19 school year
  - Bridgett Martin, with the cooperative extension, mentioned that through extension and SNAP ed, their policies are asking them to work within the school systems.
  - A great, easy way to get students active in schools is to mark milestones like distance both inside and outside the school (for example, mark how many laps within the school is a mile) Also she mentioned water fountain fill up spots.
  - Bridgett's contact info 394-6018 Office phone 216-3286 cellphone
  - She also asked if we had applied for a joint-use grant. They come available in August and are usually matching grants so that we could build something within our system that the community can also use.
  - Track is being resurfaced, and is open for community use.
  - Possibly get EAST involved to make posters about how many laps inside the building is a mile.
- Adjourn